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ABSTRACT

We give a model of radical pair s t a t e s in plant photosystem I

and a l l poss ib le kinds of e x c i t a t i o n t rans i t i ons between them. Our

numerical modelling r e s u l t s in conclusions about a principal ro l e of a

back recombination in an explanation of new experimental r e s u l t s ,

namely biphasic time dependence of a delayed f luorescence.
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I^ INTRODUCTION

The photosynthetic reaction centers tRCs) consist of a

protein-bound primary electron donor (D) and an acceptor (A)

cooperating in vivo with a chain of other donors and accep-

tors.

Secondary electron carriers can be washed out or

inactivated. Excitation of the primary donor to the s ingle t

excited s tate SD*A resul ts tFig. l> in the primary charge

(RP) is

to

separation (kc) and a »inglet radical pair
 S ( D | A ~ )

formed. It can recombine to the ground state (k ) or back

the singlet excited state SD*A (kg)- The deexcitation

separation (k ) then follows. The singlet RP state
T + -

evolve into a triplet RP state <D,A ) because the

including delayed fluorescence (k«) or the secondary charge

can also

separated

charges experience different local magnetip field of nuclear

spins (hyperfine interaction 4a). The triplet RP state can
Trecombine directly into a triplet state of donor D A (k ) or

t

return back to the singlet RP state (4aj.

An effective tool for investigations of RP dynamics is

the external magnetic field by which the singlet-triplet

nixing can be varied.

In absence of magnetic field the energy gap between all

three triplet states (T ,T >T_) and one singlet state is

given ( see later discussion of approximations) by the ex-

change interaction J. The mixing la Influenced by broadening

of the energy levels and energy gap changes by the magnetic

field. The life-tine broadening can be caused by either of

the recombination pathways (kt,k8,k^).

Most of the investigations of the radical pair dynamics

has been done with bacteria and only recently with a plant

photosysten I (PSI).

In bacteria the energy gap is less than 20 Gauss ( < 0.3

nsec~ ) and the decay constant of the radical pair, which

gives a lower estimate for the life-time broadening, is of

the order of magnitude of 10 nsec (Haberkorn k Michel-

Beyerle, 1979, Rademaker k Hoff, 1981, Ogrodnik, 1983). Thus,

in bacteria RC the extended singlet-triplet nixing can be
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ejected and it was also experimentally observed (for review

see Hoff, 1981, Boxer et ad. , 1983, Ogrodnik, 1983, Hoff,

1986). The dominant contribution to the life-time broadening

is likely to In- due to the triplet recombination ( kfc ) .

In plant photosystem I (PSI ) reaction centers there is a

different situation. The singlet-triplet mixing was observed

experimentally ISetif «t at., 1985J but unlike bacteria there

is no straightforward explanation. The gap between the

singlet and triplet RP-states is rather large (Ja:60-100 Gauss

* 1 nsec"1) and the effective decay constant of the RP in PSI

is by about one order smaller (10 risec ) than that in

bacteria (Voznyak et al. , 1980, Sonneveld et al., 1981,

Brettel &. Setif, 1987).

Recent experimental results concerning the tine depen-

dence of the deleyed fluorescence in PSI RC under the in-

fluence of the magnetic field (Tamkivi «rt al., 1985, Nedbal

et al., 1989) required theoretical description which should

help us in answering the following questions:

1. What are conditions under which the large gap tjetween

singlet and triplet radical pair states

(J a: 60-100 Gauss) does not inhibit the singlet-triplet

mixing?

2. What is the reason for the large value of the half-

saturation of the magnetic field effect H^.g

(100-600 Gauss)?

3. Is it possible to explain the biexponential decay, which

has been observed in experiments?

The aim of the present paper is to give a model of RP

states in PSI and all possible kinds of excitation transi-

tions between them and calulate the tine dependence of occu-

pation probabilities of involved states. On the basis of a

thorough discussion of possible input parameters and using

our method for the numerical solution of the Stochastic Liou-

ville equation we calculated situations in which one of the

mentioned recombination pathways has a dominant effect on the

life-time broadening of the RP energy levels.

Our modeling results in conclusions that the dominant

contribution of the recombination

a d o the singlet ground state (k ) is incompatible with

experimental results for PSI,

blto the triplet ground state (k ), which is typical of

bacteria, can not be excluded in PSI,

c)to the singlet excited state Ik1) could be a new

mechanism compatible with experimental results. This case is

investigated in detail because its analysis has not yet been

available in literature.

In section II, a model of possible participated states

and transitions between them la given. We discuss the impor-

tance of various parts in the Hamiltonian in confrontation

with experimental results, up to now available to us. The

following section brings results of computer nodeling for

situation in which a back recombination to the singlet exci-

ted state is dominant.At the end we draw several conclusions,

which could help in experimental verification of possible

mechanisms in the near future.

II. MODEL

Our aim is to determine the time development of the

occupation probabilities for states included in our model of

RC dynamics. Occupation probabilities are diagonal elements

of the density matrix. Its time development is governed by

the Stochastic Liouville equation which has three parts. They

reflect the dynamics of all participated states with possible

interactions and transition channels. Coherent transitions

are included in the hamiltonian X, incoherent transitions are

given through bath-assisted transition rates and finite

lifetime effects are given by decay constants.

I I.I. MODEL SPECIFICATION

The coherent part of SLE is given by the Hamiltonian X

which includes:



m
1 + *" J n l 1 )

hyper fine interaction

Sj + r r . H . g 2 . s 2 4

Zeemnn interaction

( 2 )

nuclear Zeeman interaction

(3)

- 1/41 (4)

interaction

+ S 2 (5)

spin-dipolo interaction

~*l 1 ) "*[ 2 ) "* •*where J l ,J ', S,, S_ are operators of nuclear (J) and

electronic (S) spins at the donor

(1) and acceptor (2 } volecules and

H is the external magnetic field

The treatments of the radical pair dynamics in the pho-

tosynthetic reaction centers (Werner et ad., 1978, Haberkorn

I Michel-Beyerle, 1979, Tang i Norris, 1982, Ogrodnik, 1983,

Demidenko t Petrov, 1985) have used frequently following

approximations:

1. The one proton model (Haberkorn k Michel-Beyerle, 1979)

assumes that the complex hyperfine interaction can bo

modeled by a one proton interaction with a coupling
-» -•

constant a UsJ.-SJ. This model gives a good

approximation only when k or k » 4a/ft.
S ti

2. The difference between g. and g is neglected in weak

magnetic fields (near or lower than 1 kGauss - see Boxer

et al.1982 for discussion).

3. The nuclear Zeeman effect is negleted.

4. The spln-dipole interaction is neglected. For a

discussion see (Brettel & Setif, 1987).
These approximations simplify the Hami1totiian to

X - J.P • 4fi.J2.S2 (6)

Here, H stands for the external magnetic field, si' S2

for electron spin operator!, J for exchange interaction, P is

a projection operator on the singlet radical pair state, 4s

stands for an effective hyperfine interaction and i^ is

the nuclear spin operator of the acceptor.

Ogrodnik (1983) has demonstrated the influence of the

symmetry of the Hamiltonian 9E on the structure of equation to

be solved.

In the basis

\ijt>

( \a> and \(i> are proton spin states) can be the

hamiltonian X factorized in blocks according

2z

T



The real Xp takes form
z

17)

\/2

-J

-a/2 a/Z

-a/2

a/2 (8)

- J

- a

a / 2

-a
0

4 / 2

ay 2
fl/2

-g^H

(9)

(10)

Let us start with the initial condition, that at t=0

only the singlet RP state is excited.

Denoting the singlet excited state by 1, the singlet RP

state JS«> by 2 and triplet RP states !TQa> and !Tj?> by 3,4

corresponding occupation probabilities could be obtained

solving SLE

dtpmn R (U)

ki p . n / 2

where r > = E ^ and P

for both initial orientations of the proton spin.

The incoherent part of the stochastic Liouville equation

is simple
jr. . = 0.0 for all i and j, with the exception of

2r 1 2 = ks, and (12)

time effects described here by decayFinite life

constants

k l = k f k2=ks a n d k3=k4"kt f l 3 )

are pronounced also in equations for off-diagonal the

density matrix elements and can be included ( Ogrodnik, 1983)

in to the complex Hamiltonian.

Let us point out that we bring two new features in the

consideration:

a)we include the singlet excited state D A and

transition rates k and k ' into SLE,

b)we are able to give the time development of occupation

probabilities of all states included and not only

quantum yields.

To solve (11) numerically with the Hamiltonian (6),

transition rates (12) and finite lifetime effects (13) we

used method which is based on expressing the time dependence

of the density of matrix via an exponential of the matrix of

coefficients in (11) multiplied by time (Capek et at., 198S,

Capek h Szocs, 1985).

II.2. INPUT PARAMETERS OF THE MODEL

For input parameters (see also Fig.l) of our model cal-

culations we have found in the literature the following iri-

formation:

1) The deexcitation rate JJX the Binglet excited state

LkfJ. is by about 3 orders of magnitude slower than the rate

of the charge separation (k ) which represents a competing
c

deexcitation process.
2) The rate of the primary charge separation 1k J. was

_i c

estimated to be 1000/14 nsec by absorption measurement

(Wasielewski et al., 1987) and 1000/3 nsec~ by fluorescence

measurement (Owens et al., 1987),

3) In bacterial reaction centers the charge recombina-

tion rate. Lk'l has been estimated to be about 0.4-0.8 nsec"



al 300K IRademaker *. Hoff, 1981) and about 0.15 nsec at

Z15K ISchenck <?t at., 1982). Rademaker and Hoff 11981) sug-

gested that the rate is temperature dependent via the Boltz-

roanri factor k^ = k^Q. e.xp( -AE/kT) where the energy gap AE has

been estimated to be 47-75 meV.

We did not find any data in literature for PSI reaction

centers concerning the k^ rate . The rate can be estimated

using experimental data for the half-saturation (Hj^) of the

external magnetic field effect on the triplet or fluorescence

yield and modified formula derived by Demidenko and Petrov

(1985)

k1 + k + k
s a t

• t»T(0)/ 3*_(-) (14)

« T(0), *T(«) ... triplet yield

in zero and saturating

external magnetic field

which has been derived assuming that k^«kt and that the ex-

change interaction is negligible. The first assumption is

widely accepted for bacterial reaction centers (see e.g.

Ogrodnik, 1983, Demidenko & Petrov, 1985). The latter assump-

tion concerns the exchange interaction J which is at most 20

Gauss in bacterial RC (Hoff, 1986) and 60-100 Gauss in PSI RC

(Voznyak «rt al. , 1980, Brettel t Setif, 1987). The large

value of 3 in PSI RC disqualifies (14) to only rough estima-

tion of 3C. The half-saturation

veld
j/2

is 100-600 Gauss (Sonne-

l., 1981, Brettel * Setif, 1987) and the ratio

») is 0.92-0.96 in PSI (Brettel & Setif, 1987). Eq.4
-1gives 3C si 3-21 nsec

The contribution of k* to 9C is dominant because both k
-

and k. are much smaller than 1 nsec (see the following
-1

c-1
discussion). It means that k^ » 9C « 3-21 nsec . The validity
of this estimate is very limited and the value of k^ will be

further discussed and it will be varied between 0 and 20

nsec

4 ) Several estimates have been made of the rate of the

recombination to the ground state of the singlet radical Bfiic

ik lin bacterial RC:

k as 0.009 nsec"1 at 77K (Haberkorn 4 Michel-Beyerle, 1979)

k = 0.08-0.12 nsec"1 at 300K (Rademaker & Hoff, 1981)

kg a: 0.056 nsec"
1 at 278 and 80K (Ogrodnik, 1983)

No similar data are available for k in PSI RC. As the mean

lifetime of the radical pair is about 100 nsec (Tamkivi et

at., 1985, Nedbal «rf at. , 1989, Sonneveld et al. , 1981,

Brettel & Setif 1987) the order of magnitude of kg can be

In model calcula-expected to be about 10"2 to 10"" nsec"

tions we will start with k =0.005 nsec"1.
s

5) The rate of the recombination to the triolet state of

the triplet radical E&ix state Jjjtl in bacterial reaction

centers:

kfc a; 0.36 nsec

kt a; 0.3-0.5 nsec

at 77K (Haberkorn «. Michel-Beyerle, 1979)
-1

k s; 0.46 nsec"1 at 278 and 1.58 nsec"

in PSI RC. It can be expec-

magnetic field which

at 300K (Rademaker k Hoff, 1981)

at 80K (Ogrodnik,

1983)

No estimates are available for

ted that kt 2 ka because the e>

diminishes triplet radical pair population increases the

lifetime of the delayed fluorescence (our experimental data,

Sonneveld «rf a/.,1981). In model calculations we will vary k.

near to 0.005 nsec

6) The exchange interaction |J| h»8 been found to be

less than 20 Gauss in bacterial RC (Hoff, 1986) and 60-100

Gauss in PSI RC (Voznyak «t al., 1980, Brettel & Setif,

1987). Here, we will use -7 = 60 Gauss.

7) The hvperfine interaction 4ft has been estimated to be

about 0.23 nsec"1 in bacterial RC (McElroy «t al., 1972,

Haberkorn k Michel-Beyerle, 1979). There are no data on 4a in

PSI RC. A rough estimate can be done using modified formula

derived by Demidenko and Petrov (1985):

• • ' 1



M a ) = - ( k + k1 + k. ). (k + k' .-
3 s s t s s (15)

-1
1000.k

f'
Pur k' » k.,k ; k" a 1-10 nsec

-9 -3 *- §t 3

10 -10 nsec and *_(0) a 0.15 (Brettel I Setif, 1987) (15)
' _ i

yields 4a s: 0.17-0.39 nsec . For the same parameters and

*T(0) * 0.05 (Gast et al. , 1983) it gives 4a s: .029-.21

nsec* and for *T(0) v 0.6 (Setif et al. 1985) it gives 4a 5:

0.15-1.1 nsec . Further correction of this rough estimate

must be expexted after taking into account the non-zero J.

The high values of 4a also exceed the limits for application

of the one proton model which is a good approximation only

for short times compared to l/4a. (Haberkorn & Michel-Beyerle,

1979). In the following model calculations we will use

4a=0.2 9 nsec* what corresponds to the estimate based on the

latest results (»T(0) a 0.16).

III. RESULTS

We have solved, mainly numerically, SLE (11) with appro-

ximated Haailtonian (6,8,9), transition rates given by (12)

and taking into account finite life time effects (13).

Initial condition has been based on the excitation of

the singlet RP state at t=0.

We have looked for a compatibility of our results with

most essential experimental conlusions from literature:

a) The mean lifetime of the radical pair is about

100 nsec (Sonneveld et al., 1981, Brettel & Setif, 1987).

b) The external magnetic field, which diminishes the

triplet radical pair population, increases the lifetime of

the delayed fluorescence (Sonneveld et ai., 1981). Thus,

there is an effective singlet-triplet mixing in PSI reaction

centers. The recombination rate k. is larger than k .
C 3

c) There are contradictory results concerning triplet

yield: * Tt0) * 0.05 (Gaat et al., 1983), * (0) « 0.15 (Bret-

10

tel 4 Setif, 1987) and * T<0) » 0.6 (Setif <>t al., 1985).

d) The time dependence of the deleyed fluorescence

exhibit a biphasic behaviour (Tamkivi et al., 1985, NedbaJ

et at. 1 989 I .

It has been shown in chapter tl.2, that we had found no

data on the rate constants kg, kt> k
1 and on the hyperfine

interaction 4a in PSI reaction centers. The rate constants

kg, kt and kg* are then taken as free parameters and the

hyperfine interaction (4a) is varied starting from the value

found in bacterial RC*s (a; 0.23 nsec , McElroy et al.,

1972, Haberkorn 4 Michel-Beyerle, 1979).

There should be considered three limiting model situa-

tions which are characterized by the dominant role of the

recombination process either

l)to the singlet ground state (k8),

2)to the triplet ground state (k.)

or 3)to the singlet excited state (k')<

Using further approximations situations 1) and 2) could

be partly desribed analytically ( Nedbal ot all, 1990). Case

3) requires numerical solution of SLE.

III.I. FAST RECOMBINATION TO SINGLET GROUND STATE (k » k',k.)
S S t-

Because external magnetic field, which lowers the trip-

let population, increases the effective RP lifetime (Sonne-

veld et al., 1981) the decay rate k^ must be larger than kg.

III. 2. FAST RECOMBINATION TO TRIPLET STATE (k.» k',k )
L. S S

Assuming that back transition into the singlet excited

state can be neglected (k » k') and that two triplet sub-
S S

levels (T , T_) are removed by a high external magnetic

field, SLE (11) can be solved analytically

2a*

A Z+B Z

- fct
M C I e + B t + C2 e" B t

- (C3 cos(At) + C4 sin (At)J

11



2a
P I t l =

- fct
I c o s M B t > - cost At ) ) (17)

= 2 a2 2- B2 (18]

where singlet RP population

triplet RP population

« T(») ... triplet yield

Cl s (A + B I / 2 (A - B )

C2 = (A - B > / 2 (A + B )

C3 = (A2 - A 2) / (A2 + A 2)

C4 s 2AA / (A2 + A 2)

A . (( x • (x2 • - U W 2 ) / 2 ) 1 / 2

, ((-x • (x2
 + 4 J

2A 2) 1' 2>/2) 1' 2

x a J 2 • 4a2 - A!

A E (kt - ka)/2

ka)/2

In spite of the large gap between singlet and triplet RP

levels the singlet-triplet mixing can be effective.

Two exponential components of the Binglet RP decay must

be expected with rate constants k+_=s M - B and one component

which represents damped oscillations.

12

A form of the solution depends crucialy on the ratio

between k , k and 4&.

Compatible with the observedlow effective RP decay rate

(Sonneveld et at., 1981) is ,at. first, situation represented

by low values of both RP decay rates (kv >=s k « 0.005
-1 t s

nsec ), leading to narrow energy levels.

The triplet yield can be increased by increasing hyper-

fine interaction (4a.) with fast coherent singlet-triplet

transitions. We should find a sharp resonance peak in the

triplet yield versus magnetic field relation (« 60G) . As the

latter is not observed (Br*ttel and Setif, 1987), we assume

that this model situation ii unlikely to describe properly RP

dynamics in PSI.

The second model situation which is compatible with

efficient singlet-triplet mixing and long singlet RP lifetime

is determined by a fast triplet recombination and a small

hyperfine interaction (kt » k ^ ft; J=60G). Then (16,17,18)

can be simplified to

Ps(t) * e (19)

2a' -ktt -k t -(k +k )t/2
PT (t) *
To A 2

(20)

1 + k (k? + 4J2) / (4a2 k j

(21)

The rate of the triplet RP state recombination k can be

large enough to cause the lifetime broadening which allows to

overcome the gap between the singlet and triplet RP levels (

0.005 nsec ).

a: 1 nsec } and at the same time the singlet RP lifetime can

be as long as observed in experiments (k

The triplet yield goes from »_(») % 1

down to low values for k large.

for k = 0 nsec-1

13



The singlet RP state occupation probability decreases

monoexponetially, in contradiction to point d) from

experimental conclusions-

ill. 3. FAST RECOMBINATION TO SINGLET EXCITED STATE [k'» k.>k I

s t s

The model situation, when RP-dynamicB is largely affect-

ed by a fast back recombination (k^) to the singlet excited

state , has been often neglected in bacterial reaction cen-

ters (Haberkorn & Michel-Beyerle, 1979, Tang k Norris, 1982,

Ogrodnik, 1983), where experimental data could be easily

explained by assuming a dominant role of the triplet recombi-

nation (k t)-

The latter interpretation of recent experimental results

(Tamkivi et at. , 1985, Nedbal «?t al. , 1989.) is not so

straightforward in PSI reaction centers what provokes a

search for an alternative model.

Crucial discrepancy is for instance a biphasic behaviour

of the time dependence of the occupation probability of the

singlet RP state by dominant k .

Further, we have teen in III.2 by approximate analytical

calculations that when It,. ( >k ) is not dominant and is app-

roximately equal to the effective decay rate of the radical
-2 -1

pair in PSI <« 10 nsec ), the corresponding lifetime broa-

dening is much smaller than the energy gap between the sin-

glet and triplet RP-energy levels (J v 60G * lnsec ). Full

numerical calculations support that an efficient singlet-

triplet mixing could occur only if the hyperfine interaction

were very strong (4a >« J >. The strong hyperfine interaction

results in a fast and coherent singlet-triplet transitions

between sharp energy levels with very low life-time broade-

ning. Thus, the triplet yield would be very sensitive to

shifting of the energy levels by the magnetic field and the

resonance peak in the relation between triplet yield and the

magnetic field would be very sharp (H, ._« 60G). This is not

in agreement with experimental observation (Brettel & Setif,

1987) and we suggest that this model situation can not

explain behavior of the PSI reaction centers.

14

On the other hand, the case, when a back recombination

(k ') to the singlet excited state is a dominant cause for

increased singlet triplet mixing (k' ~ J) is more likely.

Raising back transition rate k' increases the lifetime
s

broadening of the singlet HP energy level which helps to

overcome the restrictive effect of the gap J. The resonance

peak in the relation between the triplet yield and the mag-

netic field (Fig.3) becomes broader and the triplet yield

reaches maximum for k' « J. Then, the triplet yield again
s

decreases as the lifetime broadening becomes much larger than

J and the overlap of the singlet and triplet RP energy levels

declines.

With increased the singlet-triplet mixing, the decline

of the singlet RP population is biphasic (Fig.4). During the

fast phase, equilibrium between the singlet and triplet RP

states is reached. The slow phase reflects decline of the

overall RP populations. In zero magnetic field, both phases

can be easily approximated by two exponentials.

IV.

In previous sections we have been dealing with the set

up of the model of states and transitions between them for

the radical pair of PSI reaction center. He have summarized

the experimental evidence for the mutual relation of the

singlet and triplet states, which is based mostly on the

influence of the external magnetic field. He mentioned also

some striking differences in comparison with bacterial sys-

tems. The thorough discussion brought us to the acceptance of

a possible principal role of the radical pair back recom-

bination to the singlet excited state D A.

It has been necessary to use numerical methods for sol-

ving the Stochastic Liouville equations, which describe three

principal processes: coherent transitions between singlet and

triplet states of the radical pair, incoherent transitions

from the singlet excited states to the singlet state of the

radical pair and vice versa and finally effects of the finite

15



life time, difOrent in various states.

New numerical method for solution of the coupled linear

differential equation gave us the time dependence of occu-

pation probabilities for all states included.

We have shown that, opposite to the accepted picture,

the inclusion of the back recombination could play a crucial

role in the explanation of

a) the singlet-triplet nixing, in spite of a large sap,

b) the biphasic behavior of the time dependence of the

singlet occupation probabilities (Nedbal et ai. , 1989, Tamki-

vi et at. , 1985 )

c) the character of inluence of the magnetic field on

the triplet quantum yield ( Brettel and Setiff, 1987).

Idea about a pricipal role of the back recombination k3

will certainly (Nedbal et all., 1990) requires further

experimental verification.
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Figure Captions:

Fig.l: Reaction scheme for a reaction center with extracted/

blocked secondary electron acceptors and donors.

Fig.2: Splitting of the triplet sublevels in external

magnetic field. The spin-dipole interaction is assumed

to be negligible-

Fig. 3; Magnetic field induced changes of the triplet yield

for various rates of recombination to the singlet

excited state:

k '= 0 » , = 0.2 + , =2 c

= 0.2
-1

=20 nsec"1 *

for k s 0.01 nsec *, k = 0.005 nsec , k = 400 nsec"
-1 -1

kf = 0 nsec , J = 60 G, 4a • 0.29 nsec .

Fig.4: Senilogaritnic presentation of the tine evolution of

the singlet radical pair occupation probability for the

external field

H = 0 , = 60 , = 1000 G

for k. = 0.01 nsec"1, k = 0.005
-1

and k8' = 2 nsec

" = 400 nsec
-1
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